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Observation of Self-Organized Criticality Near the Superfluid Transition in 4He
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We report on an experimental observation of self-organized criticality in4He very close to its
superfluid transition. A constant temperature gradient, independent of the heat fluxQ through the
sample, is created along a vertical column of4He by applying heat to the top of the column.
This constant temperature gradient equals the gravity-induced gradient in the superfluid transiti
temperature, indicating that the thermal conductivity of the sample has self-organized. The closen
to criticality in this state is the same throughout most of the sample, and it depends only onQ.
[S0031-9007(97)02801-9]

PACS numbers: 67.40.Kh, 64.60.Ht, 64.60.Lx
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In this Letter we report on an observation of se
organized criticality (SOC) in the thermal conductivi
k of 4He near its superfluid transition. Self-organizati
has been observed in several other physical systems
criticality, and is thought to be important in a wid
realm of phenomena [1]. While other observations
SOC have occurred in systems which exhibit hysteretic
“avalanche” behavior [2], the self-organization report
here occurs near the continuous, nonhysteretic ph
transition to superfluidity in4He [3]. We find that the
self-organized state in4He facilitates a new technique fo
nonequilibrium measurements very close to the superfl
transition. The nature of this self-organization may
understood by employing a simple model which rela
the temperature at which the system self-organizes, to
thermal conductivity of4He and the depression of th
transition temperature due to a heat flux.

The study of transport properties close to a continu
phase transition is difficult because the out-of-equilibriu
situation required to observe the properties generates
dients in the properties themselves. This inhomogene
situation rounds the sharpness of the transition un
study and limits the accuracy with which the measurem
may be made [4]. Such problems are reduced in syst
which support transport without a gradient in the asso
ated thermodynamic potential. Examples include sup
fluid 3He and4He, which allow heat transport without a
associated temperature gradient in their superfluid ph
In the normal phase the gradient appears, making c
clusive measurements of transport properties through
transition difficult. A second inhomogeneity is created
Earth’s gravity which produces a static pressure gradi
and hence a gradient in the superfluid transition temp
ture, across the sample [5].

Onuki predicts that these two different sources
inhomogeneity can effectively offset one another, caus
the helium to remain at a constant distance from critica
within its normal phase [6]. This results in a homogene
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that permits heat transport measurements much clo
to criticality than is otherwise possible in the presen
of temperature and pressure gradients. This is o
specific example of self-organization, which is possible
systems with a divergent thermal diffusivity, as discuss
by Carlson et al. [7]. Machta et al. [8] applied this
theory to 4He and predicted that it should self-organiz
near its superfluid transition. Recently, Ahlers and L
[9] determined the conditions which would permit th
experimental observation of this self-organization.

To produce self-organization, heat is applied to t
top of a vertical column of helium in order to creat
a temperature gradient=T along the same direction a
the gravity-induced gradient in the sample’s superflu
transition temperature=Tl. =Tl is a constant, equal to
1.273 mKycm near saturated vapor pressure (SVP) [
resulting from the pressure dependence ofTl and the
hydrostatic pressure variation along the height of the c
The heat flow equation is=T  2QyksQ, td, wheret 
fT 2 TcsQ, zdgyTl0 is the reduced temperature,Tl0 
2.1768 K, and Tc is the temperature at whichk appears
to diverge. This equation can be integrated to produ
a profile of t, a measure of the proximity to criticality
throughout the sample. In the case where the sam
is being heated from the top in the range ofQ we
investigated, the solution fort always approaches a
constant value,tSOC, throughout the normal fluid part o
the sample. When=t  0, k is also constant,=T equals
=Tl, and the heat flow equation becomes

ksQ, tSOCd 
jQj

=Tl

, (1)

where tSOC  fTSOCsQ, zd 2 TcsQ, zdgyTl0 for all z.
The observed divergence ofk as t approaches zero [4]
implies that larger values ofQ result in a smallertSOC.
Thus Eq. (1) implies a single experimental path on theQ-
T plane which was calculated in Ref. [9].
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2421
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The cryostat used for this study is similar to on
described earlier [10]. A sample of helium is contained
a 7.4 mm tall, 2 cm diameter cylinder with510 mm thick
Vespel [11] walls and aluminum end caps (Fig. 1). Th
temperature at three locations in the cell is monitored w
three paramagnetic salt thermometers that provide s
nano-Kelvin resolution nearTl [12]. These thermometers
are thermally connected to the helium through25 mm
thick copper foils that penetrate the Vespel sidewa
This thickness of the sidewall probes is minimized t
achieve the best spatial resolution along the height of t
helium sample, while still maintaining an adequate conta
area with the4He to achieve sub-nano-Kelvin therma
resolution. To minimize stray heat currents, the enti
support structure provides a high degree of isolation fro
unwanted heat sources [13].

The bottom of the cell is connected to a separa
vapor pressure (VP) chamber through a125 mm inner-
diameter stainless steel capillary. The sample press
is regulated by maintaining the temperature of a liqui
vapor 4He interface in the VP chamber slightly aboveTl.
Regulating the VP chamber temperature to within0.5 mK
of its set point throughout the measurements stabilizesTl

in the sample cell to within a nK.
The helium temperature near the top of the cell w

monitored with a probe (probe 1) located 1.02 mm belo
the top end cap. Another pair of probes (probes 2 a
3) was placed 1.35 and 1.02 mm above the botto
end cap respectively. The thermometer resolution w
about 0.27 nK in a 1 Hz measurement bandwidth. T
magnitudes of small, stray heat currents in the cell a
through the support structure were determined by varyi
the amount of heat applied to the top of the cell whi
observing the associated response of the thermome

FIG. 1. A schematic of the experimental cell showing th
locations of the temperature probes and the directions of grav
and the applied heat flux. Next to this is a phase diagram
temperature vs height in the cell (similar to one in Ref. [9
with four hypothetical temperature profiles shown. ProfileA
exists when the entire cell is superfluid. ProfileB is a typical
profile that exists when the superfluid interface is betwe
thermometers 1 and 2. ProfileC results when the interface
no longer exists in the cell and the top end plate temperat
equalsTSOC. Profile D comes about when the top end plat
temperature exceedsTSOC.
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with the helium maintained amK below its superfluid
transition temperature. Any response of a thermomet
to this test indicated an unwanted link between th
thermometer and top heater that bypassed the heliu
Results from this test were used to correct the data tak
throughout the critical region (much closer toTl) and
demonstrated that variations in the stray heat curren
were no more than 0.01% of the applied heat.

Two methods of thermal control were used to make th
SOC measurements. Method 1 allowed the sample te
perature to drift slowly upward by slightly decreasing th
heat removed from the cell bottom. This way the en
tire sample could be brought into the SOC state. Figure
shows a typical drift through the transition using this tech
nique. In the figure, it is clear that, prior to the formation
of normal fluid in the cell, all three thermometers tracke
each other because of the near-infinite thermal conduct
ity of the superfluid. The temperature in the cell at thi
time is indicated byA in Figs. 1 and 2. Normal fluid first
formed at the bottom of the cell where the transition tem
perature was the lowest. As the temperature of the c
increased, the interface between normal and superflu
moved up the cell toward the lower sidewall probes. A
the interface passed a probe, the associated thermom
became decoupled from the superfluid temperature whi
continued to increase. The temperatures of the prob
below this interface gradually stopped changing (indicate
by B) as the reduced temperature profile below the inte
face approached a constant value, consistent with the S
condition =T  0 discussed above. The temperature a
each thermometer remained at its respectiveTSOC as the
superfluid continued to warm.

The SOC condition was satisfied throughout the enti
cell shortly after the interface had reached the cell to

FIG. 2. Typical measurement using control method 1 at
heat flux of 482 nWycm2, showing the temperature profiles
of each probe as the interface moves through the cell. T
difference between the SOC temperatures (when the profi
become horizontal) corresponds to the physical spacing betwe
the probes. The locations of the example profilessA Dd from
Fig. 1 are also indicated in this figure.
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(indicated byC). A further increase in the cell top plat
temperature pulled the helium temperature away fr
TSOC at the top of the cell, decreasing the conductiv
of the helium in this region. The point of departu
from the SOC state then began to work its way do
the cell as the top plate continued to warm. As th
point moved downward past probe 1,T1 again started to
increase (indicated byD), causing the final upward ben
in T1 in Fig. 2. In measurements at higher values ofQ,
the lower part of the cell remained in the SOC state o
a wide range of cell top plate temperature. Convect
eventually occurred when a temperature difference
about10 mK developed across the cell.

In the SOC state, the temperature difference betw
the two closely spaced probessT2 2 T3d is 46 nK for
the data shown in Fig. 2. Given a transition temperat
gradient of 1.273 mKycm [5] and the difference in
probe height, the predicted temperature difference
43 nK, which is in good agreement with the data. T
temperature differenceT1 2 T2 in the SOC state, is
632 nK which agrees well with the predicted temperat
difference of 637 nK.

The second method of thermal control (method 2) w
to regulate the temperature of the superfluid in the up
region of the cell using thermometer 1 to control a hea
on the bottom end cap. The temperature of the su
fluid sT1d was quasistatically ramped upward at the r
of 200 pKys. This method required that thermometer 1
ways be in contact with the superfluid. Figure 3 display
the temperature of thermometer 2 as the interface mo
past the probe. Several temperature profiles showing
approach into the SOC region for different values ofQ are

FIG. 3. sidewall probe temperatureT2 vs the superfluid
temperatureT1 for the different values ofQ shown in the
inset. This figure shows howT2 approaches its localTSOC
after the interface passes the probe. The solid lines dis
numerical solutions to the heat flow equation that use
approximate form of thermal conductivity discussed in the te
Each numerical curve is given a single constant offset to fit
data on the right side of the figure in the SOC region.
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illustrated in Fig. 3. Notice that measurements at low
values ofQ show a more gradual approach into the SO
region, indicating that the quantityTSOCsQd 2 TcsQd gets
larger for smallerQ [9].

The solid lines in Fig. 3 display the results of
numerical solution to the heat flow equation using
simple approximation for the thermal conductivity,

kstd  k0t2x, (2)

wherek0  12 mWycm K andx  0.44. This approxi-
mation for kstd agrees closely with thermal conductivity
measurements by others [14,15] over the range5 3

1026 , t , 1024. The calculated thermal profiles fo
eachQ displayed in Fig. 3 agree well with the data a
low Q, but this agreement becomes systematically wo
asQ increases.

Figures 4 and 5 display the results of our measureme
of the SOC state temperature at probe 2 using con
method 2. Since it was difficult to measureTl0 precisely,
each data point is instead referenced to a SOC s
temperature atQref  100 nWycm2. To avoid errors
resulting from long term drifts of the thermometers
measurements were made at the reference heat flux e
second scan. We observed that the apparent drift r
in the reference temperature was less than10213 Kys,
indicating good experimental stability in temperatur
pressure, and heat flux.

To develop a simple model for this data, we can repla
the thermal conductivity in Eq. (1) with the approximatio
for k in Eq. (2) to obtain an equation fortSOC,

tSOCsQd 

µ
k0=Tl

jQj

∂1yx

. (3)

FIG. 4. SOC temperature data taken with probe 2 over t
entire range ofQ used in this study. Each data point i
referenced to the SOC temperature atQref  100 nWycm2.
The dashed curve is a calculation ofTcsQd 2 TSOCsQrefd using
Eqs. (6) and (4), respectively. As expected, the data follows
numerical prediction forTcsQd closely only for higher values
of Q.
2423
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FIG. 5. Low heat flux data replotted from Fig. 4. The dash
curve is the same curve as the one in Fig. 4. The solid cu
is a fit to the data using Eq. (4) forTSOCsQd, Eq. (6) forTcsQd,
and Eq. (5) forDTSOCsQd.

Inserting the definition of the reduced temperature i
Eq. (3), an expression for the SOC state temperatureTSOC

becomes
TSOCsQd  TcsQd 1 DTSOCsQd , (4)

where

DTSOC  Tl0

µ
k0=Tl

jQj

∂1yx

(5)

is the difference betweenTSOCsQd and TcsQd. For
Q . 500 nWycm2, DTSOCsQd becomes less than th
thermometer resolution so that, in this range of heat fl
TSOCsQd ø TcsQd.

Data taken by other authors [16] forTcsQd in the range
0.45 # Q # 10 mWycm2 suggest the depression ofTc

with Q can be represented by an equation of the form,

TcsQd  Tl0

µ
12

Ç
Q
Q0

Çy∂
. (6)

A fit of our data over the rangeQ . 500 nWycm2 to
the equationTcsQd 2 TSOCsQrefd gives values ofQ0 
638 6 178 Wycm2 and y  0.813 6 0.012. This fit is
in good agreement with Ref. [16] and is plotted alo
with our data in Figs. 4 and 5 as a dashed line. At low
values ofQ, whereDTSOC is no longer negligible, a more
direct knowledge ofkstd is required to extractTcsQd from
the data.

Figure 5 shows how the data for the ran
Q , 500 nWycm2 depart from the calculatedTcsQd 2

TSOCsQrefd which is indicated by the dashed line in th
figure. For this range ofQ, TSOCsQd can no longer be
approximated byTcsQd, but must now include the term
DTSOCsQd which may be estimated using Eq. (5). Th
solid curve plotted in Fig. 5 is a fit of Eqs. (4) and (5) to o
data. This fit gives values ofk0  294 6 89 nWycm K,
andx  0.664 6 0.016.
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In conclusion, we have observed the predicted sel
organization of the thermal conductivity of4He near
its superfluid transition by applying heat to the top
of a sample of helium. The SOC state temperatur
was measured for a range of heat flux0.40 # Q #

6.5 mWycm2. For values ofQ . 500 nWycm2, the SOC
temperature is a direct measurement ofTcsQd and agrees
closely with previous data forTcsQd. Measurements in
the low-Q limit where TcsQd ø Tl0, should provide an
accurate means of determiningksQ, tSOCd once the low-Q
variation ofTcsQd has been determined experimentally.
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